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In a two-way classification model with one observation per cell, the existence 
of an optimum test for non-additivity is investigated under Tukey’s model. An 
expression for the local conditional (given the complete sufficient statistic under the 
null hypothesis) power of any invariant similar test is provided. It turns out 
that no optimum test exists in the class of invariant similar tests. It is further 
shown that there exist two exact F tests, different from Tukey’s test, which are 
locally more powerful than Tukey’s test under suitable restrictions on the main 
effects. Local unbiasedness of Tukey’s test as well as the proposed tests is also 
established. Q 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a two-way layout with one observation per cell, it is well known that 
the usual analysis of variance is not possible if interaction terms are 
present, unless some assumptions are made on the interaction. The first 
attempt to provide a test for the significance of the interaction is due to 
Tukey [ 171, who, from heuristic considerations, derived an F test, though 
without assuming any specific functional form for the interaction. However, 
as pointed out later by Ward and Dick [18], Scheffe [14], and Graybill 
[4], Tukey’s test is really meaningful when the interaction is of a particular 
form. To be specific, consider the model 
i = 1, 2, . . . . v; j = 1, 2, . . . . b, 
(1.1) 
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where y,‘s are the observations, p is an overall mean, ris and /?j’s are the 
main effects (treatment effects and block effects, respectively), 3, is the inter- 
action parameter, and egs are i.i.d. N(0, a’) random variables. It is 
assumed that (1.1) is a fixed effects model, and the problem is to test 
H,: 1= 0 vs Hi: 1 #O. In this context, Tukey’s test can be described as 
follows. Let z^i and flj denote the least squares estimates of ri and fij, respec- 
tively, under H,. If SSResidua, denotes the residual sum of squares under H,,, 
then Tukey’s test rejects H, for large values of 
where 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
It is also known that, under Ho, IV, in (1.2) is distributed as central F 
with degrees of freedom (1, (b- l)(u- l)- 1) (cf. Scheffe [14, p. 1331). 
A justification for model (1.1) along with a generalization is given in 
Scheffe [ 14, Sect. 4.81. 
An extension of (1.1) is given in Milliken and Graybill [ 123; see also 
Rao [ 13, p. 2511. The literature on this problem appears to deal almost 
exclusively with the estimation of I in (1.1) and the construction of an 
exact F test for various models similar to (1.1). We refer to Sinha, Saharay, 
and Mukhopadhyay [16] for results on estimation, and Hegemann and 
Johnson [S] for results on tests. However, so far nothing is known by way 
of optimality properties of Tukey’s test or the existence of any optimum 
test for the above testing problem, although some power computations for 
Tukey’s test are reported in Ghosh and Sharma [Z] and Hegemann and 
Johnson [ 53. 
Our object in this paper is to make an attempt in this direction, using 
the tool of invariance. For the model (1.1 ), a group which leaves the testing 
problem invariant is described in the next section. Based on the expansion 
of the probability ratio of the nonnull to null distributions of a maximal 
invariant, an expression for the local conditional (given the complete suf- 
ficient statistic under the null hypothesis) power of any invariant similar 
test is provided. Tukey’s test turns out to be invariant, but not optimal, 
even locally, in the class of invariant similar tests. In fact, a locally best test 
does not exist even after reducing the problem through invariance and 
similarity. It is shown however that when 11 z II/a and 11 B II/a are small, two 
exact F tests different from, and locally better than, Tukey’s test exist. Such 
a result may not be surprising in view of the observation of Hegemann and 
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Johnson [S] that Tukey’s test has considerably small power when I/r 11/a 
and IIpll/a are small. In the next section, the test statistics corresponding 
to the proposed tests are denoted by W, and W1. It is observed that the 
choice between the two tests based on WI and W, depends on the relative 
magnitudes of 11 r [l/o and 1) /?/l/a. The F test based on W, is recommended 
if it is known that 11 r II/a is small compared to II p II/o. Otherwise the F test 
based on W, is recommended. We would like to point out that if the above 
assumption on the magnitudes of II r II/o and /I b II/a is violated, we would 
be risking a substantial loss in power if the tests proposed in this paper are 
used, instead of Tukey’s test. In the sequel we have also established the 
local unbiasedness of Tukey’s test as well as the proposed tests. 
Our results demonstrate the difficulties associated with the problem even 
for the simple model ( 1.1). It may be noted that for ANOVA models, the 
invariance approach has been fruitfully applied to derive optimum tests in 
several situations (see Seifert [ 151 and Mathew and Sinha [ 10, 111). In con- 
clusion we may mention that several other models as well as appropriate tests 
for non-additivity have been proposed in the literature; see Gollob [3], 
Johnson and Graybill [6], Mandel [8, 91, and Williams [20]. While it is 
not difficult to study the power properties of Tukey’s test and the proposed 
tests under these models (the nonnull distribution of each of these test 
statistics essentially follows from Ghosh and Sharma [2, Sect. 2]), the 
problem of derivation of an optimum test remains open. We hope to 
address these problems in the future. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE TESTS 
Let J’.j = (J’lj, Yzj, . . . . Y”j)‘, j = 1, 2, . . . . b, Y = (Y! 1, . . . . J’ib)‘, yi. = 
(Yilv Yi27 ***7 yib)‘, i = 1, 2, . . . . v, F~=l,@Z,, r;,=Z,Ol,, z=(z,,z2 ,..., z,)‘, 
and B = (PI, b2, . . . . fib)‘. Here 1, denotes the m-component vector of ones. 
Then (1.1) can be written as 
y=pl,,+F,z+F2fl+A(fi@~)+e, (2.1) 
where e is the vector of eU’s. It is assumed that Cy= i ri = 0 = cJ”= i pi, and 
the problem is to test H,: 1= 0 vs Hi: I #O. Further, it is reasonable to 
assume that there is a number y (Ocy < co) satisfying IIzll/o<r and 
II /3 II/o < y. This assumption is made in the rest of the paper. 
Let j.j=(l/v)yljl,, j-l,2 ,..., b,ji.=(l/b)y:.l,, i=l,2 ,..., v, j..= 
(lb) ~‘1,” and SSResidual = Ci,j ( y0 - j. j - ji. + j..)2. Then clearly a com- 
plete sufficient statistic under H, is given by 
T, = (y.., j. 1 3 . . .T j. b - 1 3 j  I .Y ...Y PO - 1 .T  SSResidual 1. (2.2) 
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Let P”, denote the group of m x m orthogonal matrices P, satisfying 
P,l,= fl,. Then the testing problem under consideration is left 
invariant by the group G = {g : g = (a, c, Pb, P,), c > 0, a arbitrary real, 
Pb~gb and P,E PD} acting on y as 
gY=c{mA3p”)Y+4”). (2.3) 
The invariance of Tukey’s test follows from (1.2) and (1.3) by noting 
that $=(l/u){(Z,-(llb)l,lb)~l:} Y, ~=U/~){GOU,-(l/u) l,l:)} Y, 
SSResidual = Y’[(zb - (l/b) l,lb) 0 (1, - (l/u) 1,11)1 Y and Ci,i fiflj Yg = 
(fl@z^)’ y. Writing 1* = Aa, r* = (l/a) z, and /I* = (l/a) /I, it is also clear 
that a maximal invariant in the parameter space is given by A*, 1) T* I), and 
II 8* II . 
In order to derive an optimum invariant test, we first derive the density 
ratio, R, of the nonnull to null distributions of a maximal invariant using 
Wijsman’s representation theorem [19]. Let dP, denote the left invariant 
Haar measure on the compact group P”, (for a characterization of Pm and 
a description of dP,, see Lemma 5.1 in the Appendix). Then du(dc/c) 
dP,dP, is a left invariant measure on G. Applying Wijsman’s [ 193 
theorem, we obtain 
R= S~,S~~So”S”“mS(sY/H1)J~‘da(dc/c)dP,dP, 
jz&~,jo” j”“,fh’/~o) J-’ da(W) dP,dP,’ 
(2.4) 
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation y + gy, gy is given by (2.3), 
and f(y/H,) denotes the normal density of y under Hi, i = 0, 1. R is sim- 
plified in the Appendix (see Eq.(5.13)). Let B=(j.,-j ..,..., j.,-j..)‘, 
T=(j,.-y ..,..., j,.-j..)‘, B*=BJd,,,, T*=TIJSST,I, w= 
(lbPblb)z*‘P,T+(l:P,l,)/?*‘PbB and SS,,,,,=Ci,i(yii-y..)z. Then 
from Eqs. (5.11) and (5.13) we have 
R=exp { -?,,,*,I2 ,,P*,,2}~o[=((n+I-1))2(n+:11)‘2 
w+A*y’(P;@P;)(/?*@z*) ’ 
} dFW’,] 
j9,{J?------i’dP.dP,], 
(2.5) 
where n =bu. It may be noted that the denominator of R, say h(llz* 11, 
II /I* I), 1) T* )I, )I B* 1) , depends on 11 p* )I, 1) T* 1) and the complete sufl?cient 
statistic To given in (2.2), and is obviously independent of 1* (see 
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Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) for its actual computation, which justifies the nota- 
tion used). In view of our assumption about t*, B*, and the fact that 
d II B* II < 1, ,h II T* II < 1, th e uniform convergence of the denominator 
of (2.5) is obvious from its derivation given in the Appendix. The same 
conclusion also follows for the numerator with the added assumption that 
1* is bounded. It is clear from (2.5) that there is no uniformly most power- 
ful test in the class of invariant similar tests. 
To derive a locally best invariant (LBI) similar test, we expand R in (2.5) 
around A* = 0. It is shown in the Appendix (see the arguments below equa- 
tion (5.13)) that the integrals in both the numerator and denominator of 
(2.5) vanish when r is odd, and furthermore, the coefficient of any odd 
power of A* in the numerator of (2.5) also vanishes. Hence, R can be 
expanded (around 1* = 0) as 
R= 1 +A*‘C-i lb* It2 IIP* II2 + @(II t* II > II P* II > IIT* II 3 IIB* II,>-’ $21 
+ remainder term, (2.6) 
where 
$2=~2r(nq)2(‘+;;1)J2 (;) 
X I s b. (2.7) 96 9. 
Clearly, the remainder term in (2.6) is o(A*~) uniformly in y and trivially 
so in T* and /?* (recall the assumption /I 5* II < y and 11 /I* 11 < y). Since the 
terms in the infinite series in (2.7) involve /I* and r*, it follows that, in 
general, a LB1 similar test also does not exist. In order to explore the 
possibility of obtaining meaningful LB1 similar tests even under some 
restrictions on fl* and t*, and get a real feeling for what $2 actually 
represents, we have evaluated lfiz exactly. This is given in Eq. (5.35) in the 
Appendix, which reads 
lclz=d IIP*ll” 117*114{46, U+rf8’r-u~-‘(+)u 
x WII z* II 3 II D* II 9 II T* II 3 II B* II 1 
+;W-b IIT*l14NP*I12 11~*114 
x IIT* 1jrp4 (IT* jlr-’ 
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+ IIB*ll* B*ll* 46, 1) i 
+c m (r-~-l+u(ll~*ll, llP*Il, IIW, llB*ll)j] 
r=a u=l 
+;M-0 llB*l14)l18*l14 /1~*112 
x 
[i 
fc(4,O) + f Jc(Y, 0) 9 IIB* ll’-4 lIB* lK4 
r=6 
00 (1+2)/2-l ).-2 
--24 
2 
x L(II z* II 3 II 8* II 9 II T* II , II B* II) II 
+ h~(ll z* II 3 II P* II 7 II T* II, II B* II 1, (2.8) 
where 4~~ ~1, hill z* II, II B* II, II T* II, II B* II 1 and h(ll z* II, II B* II, II T* II, 
II B* 11) are respectively given by (5.28), (5.31), and (5.36), and, furthermore, 
z~=wLJ3 jEliF1 yJ {  
i i ( - . . - j . . ) (y i . -y . . )yv  *  
I  
(2.9) 
and 
It is highly interesting to observe how the test statistic n$, which essen- 
tially corresponds to Tukey’s test, and the two other statistics rr: and 7~2, 
with no apparent interpretation, emerge as vital components of $*. The 
above representation of ij2 and hence of R indicates that, up to o(A**), the 
statistics II B* (I, II T* I(, r$, rr:, and 7~; are sufficient for A*, II r* 11, and 
II p* II under Hi. Since under H,,, )I T* 11, and II B* I( are sufficient for II r* II 
and II /I* 11, the representation also brings out clearly the role of rc$, rc:, 
and rr; as possible candidates for locally optimum test statistics. 
We are now in a position to give an expression for the local behavior of 
the power function of an invariant similar size 01 test for testing 
H,: I = 0 vs Hi: I # 0. It should be noted that since T, is complete suf- 
ficient under H,, a similar test of size c1 will also have its conditional size, 
given T,, equal to c1 (see Lehmann [7, p.1401). Using (2.6) and (2.8) we 
get the following result. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Consider the problem of testing Ho : A = 0 us H, : A # 0 in 
the model (l.l), where z and /I satisfy Ijz//a<y and II/?Il/o<y for some 
0 <Y < a. Let To, A*, T*, P*, T*, B*, h(ll r* II, II P* IIT II T* II, II B* II 1, G, 
n:, and rc$ be as described above. If i(y) is the test function of an invariant 
similar size a test, then the conditional local power of 4(y), conditionally 
given T,, can be evaluated as 
a l-kL*z 117*1(2 llp*l12) 
( 
f ~*2{411 z* II 3 II P* II > II T* II, II B* II 1) -’ 
x b&(~bd IT llP* II4 IIT* II4 ~(6, 1) [ i 
m (r--2)/2-1 +c ).-2 ---u ~hr,u(ll~*Il, IIB*II, IIT*ll, IIB*ll) r=8 2 
X (IT* (lr-’ /IT* (jr-’ 
+ IIP*ll’ IIB*l12 46 1) 
i 
+c O” (r-~-l~h,,u(ll~*llr IIB*ll, IIT*Il, IIB’II)]) 
r=8 u=l 
x 
0 
x(4,0)+ f x(r,0)~1/jI*ll’+4 IIB*11’-4 
r=6 
r-2 
--u 
2 > 
x hr,u(Il7* II 7 II P* II 3 II T* II 3 II B* II 1 
I) 
+h(llT*Il, IIB*ll, llT*ll, IIB*ll)a 
II +o(~**)> 
where K(r, u), hJlI 7* II, II P* II, II T* II, II B* II 1 and k(ll7* II, II P* II, II T* II, 
llB* II)) are respectively given by (5.28), (5.31), and (5.36). 
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Let us now carefully examine the conditional local power of 4(y) given 
in Theorem 2.1. It is clear that when both 11 z* 11 and 11 /I* 11 are small, the 
leading terms in the conditional local power are E,(&) x1* IT,) and 
EHo(&) X; IT,). However, when II r* II and II /?* (I are arbitrary (except for 
the boundedness assumption), no single term dominates the conditional 
local power. Thus EHo( 4( v) rr,$ I T,) is never the leading term in the condi- 
tional local power. Our numerical computations show that the tests based 
on rc: and n: have significantly more local power compared to Tukey’s 
test when II r* II and II /I* II are small (see Table I). However, Tukey’s test 
outperforms the tests based on rc: and z; when IIz* II and II/?* II are large 
(see Table II). In general, if both II z* II and II /I* /I are small and if the 
magnitude of II r* 11 relative to lip* II is known, then the test can be 
described using a linear combination of 7~: and 7$. Under the further 
assumption that II/?* II is small relative to IIz* 11, it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that the LB1 similar test rejects H, for large values of 7~: 
TABLE I 
Simulated Power of the Tests Based on B’, (Tukey’s Test), and W, and W, (the Proposed 
Tests) for b = v  = 6 and for Small Values of .r’r/cr* and /Y/I/u’ Based on 5000 Simulations 
cT21* r’s/d B’Pb2 Power of W, Power of W, Power of W, 
w 
114 
l/4 
l/4 
114 
l/4 
114 
114 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
314 
l/3 
l/3 
l/3 
513 
l/3 
513 
2 
2 
l/3 
113 
l/3 
513 
l/3 
513 
2 
113 
113 
l/3 
513 
l/3 
l/3 
1 
513 
513 
10/3 
10/3 
2 
4 
113 
513 
513 
1013 
1013 
2 
113 
513 
513 
1013 
0.0576 0.1348 0.1348 
0.0560 0.1348 0.1396 
0.0566 0.1394 0.1394 
0.0556 0.1346 0.1390 
0.0652 0.1402 0.1402 
0.0584 0.1342 0.1378 
0.0914 0.1396 0.1412 
0.0780 0.1394 0.1394 
0.1150 0.1430 0.1450 
0.0584 0.1349 0.1349 
0.0572 0.1348 0.1394 
0.0596 0.1368 0.1368 
0.0578 0.1342 0.1398 
0.0828 0.1396 0.1396 
0.0630 0.1338 0.1392 
0.1350 0.1406 0.1442 
0.1040 0.1430 0.1430 
0.0597 0.1352 0.1352 
0.0596 0.1332 0.1368 
0.0764 0.1331 0.1331 
0.0642 0.1328 0.1394 
0.1550 0.1443 0.1443 
0.0792 0.1318 0.1426 
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TABLE II 
Simulated Power of the Tests Based on W,, (Tukey’s Test), and W1 and W, (the Proposed 
Tests) for b = v = 6 and for Large Values of t’r/a2 and B’fl/u* Based on 5000 Simulations 
CGA2 tk/a2 B’W Power of W, Power of W, Power of W, 
V3 10/3 10/3 0.1491 0.1452 0.1452 
l/f3 4 4 0.2100 0.1468 0.1468 
l/4 1013 10/3 0.2530 0.1504 0.1504 
l/4 2 4 0.1846 0.1454 0.1468 
114 4 4 0.3518 0.1540 0.1540 
314 513 10/3 0.2908 0.1466 0.1524 
314 2 2 0.2210 0.1466 0.1466 
314 10/3 1013 0.5762 0.1640 0.1640 
314 2 4 0.4194 0.1526 0.1584 
314 4 4 0.7616 0.1764 0.1764 
conditionally given T, or, equivalently, for large values of il, conditionally 
given To, where 
ii,= i i (Yi.-Y..)(Yii-Y.j-Yi.+Y..) 
i I  
2 
.  (2.12) 
j= 1 i= 1 
In this case the test simplifies to an exact unconditional F test, as we shall 
show. Let 
zj= i (yi.-.,?..)(y,-j.j-ji. +j..), j = 1, 2, . ..) b. (2.13) 
i= 1 
Then from (2.12) 
b 
??I= c z/T (2.14) 
j=l 
Let z = (zr , z2, . . . . zb)’ and SS, = Cy= i (ji. -j..)2. It is readily verified that, 
under H,,, (y,--j~.~-j~.+j..) is independent of ji. and thus, given ji. 
(i = 1, 2, . ..) u), z is multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance 
matrix e2S&(lb - (l/b) IbIb). Hence, under H,, given ji. (i= 1,2, . . . . u), 
z/a & is multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix 
(Zb - (l/6) l,lb), which is also its unconditional distribution. Let Z, be a 
b X (b - 1) matrix satisfying Z; Zi = I&, and Z1 Zi = (lb - (I/b) Iblb). 
Then Z;l,=O and Z;z/a@-N(O,Ib&i). Using lbz=O, it now 
follows that 
z’Z,Ziz z’z ii, 
&ST 
=-=- 
a=ss, dSST 
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and, thus, under H,,, ii,/a2SST has a chi square distribution with b - 1 
degrees of freedom. Also, under H,, (l/a’) SSResiduai has a chi square dis- 
tribution with (b - 1 )(u - 1) degrees of freedom. Noting that the difference 
SSResidual - iti/S& is nonnegative and applying a result in Rao [ 13, p. 1871 
it follows that, under H,, (1/02) (SSResid”al- iii/SST) has a chi square 
distribution with (b - l)(u - 1) - (b - 1) = (b - l)(u - 2) degrees of freedom 
and is distributed independently of %,/SST. Hence, under H,, 
wl = Cuh2) $ 
- I( T  
ssResidual-~ 
3 T  
has an F distribution with degrees of freedom ((b - 1 ), (b - 1 )(u - 2)). 
Similarly in the set up of Theorem 2.1, under the dual assumption that 
11 z* (1 is small relative to I( /I* 11, the LB1 similar test rejects H,, for large 
values of 
W, = (b - 2) ~ SSResidual- ~ ) 
B B > 
where E2 = Cy=, {cj=, (J-j - Y..)(Y~ - j.j - Yi+ + Y..)}’ and SSB = 
cj”=i (jj.j-jj..)2. Under H,,, W, is distributed as central F with degrees of 
freedom ((u-l), (b-2)(u- 1)). 
Remark 2.1. Since the expression for the conditional local power given 
in Theorem 2.1 is valid for any invariant similar test, it is also valid for 
Tukey’s test as well as for the F tests based on E, and il,. 
Remark 2.2. Our computations (not reported here) show that the coef- 
ficients of higher powers of J.* in the expansion of the density ratio R 
involve quantities other than II B* 11, II T* 11, rc,$, nf, and XT, thus justifying 
our observation that there does not exist a UMPI test. 
Remark 2.3. Using the expression for the conditional local power given 
in Theorem 2.1, it is possible to compute the unconditional power of 
Tukey’s test as well as that of the F tests based on E1 and ii, when 11 T* II 
and 11 /I* II are small. The unconditional power can also be evaluated using 
the nonnull densities of W,,, W,, and W, given in Section 4. However, 
these computations are not reported here. 
3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To examine the amount of improvement in local power by the use of the 
test statistics W, and W, over Tukey’s test, we have simulated the power 
of all the three tests for b= u=6, A2a2= b, i, and a, z’z/a2 = f, 1, $, 2, y, 
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and 4, and j’B/a* = 4, 1, 5, 2, $‘, and 4. For small values of r’r/c’ and 
/?‘fi/a*, the power for the three tests appear in Table I. As expected, the per- 
formance of the tests based W, and W,, as appropriate, is much superior 
to that of Tukey’s test. For large values of r’r/g* and /Y/?/o*, values of the 
power for the three tests appear in Table II. Surprisingly, Tukey’s test out- 
performs the other two tests in this case. Based on these findings, for the 
testing problem H,: 1= 0 vs H,: 1 #O under the model (l.l), we thus 
recommend the use of Tukey’s test when z’z/~~ and /?‘fl/a* are large and 
the use of the two tests based on W, and W, when r’z/a* and /?‘fl/a2 are 
small. In the latter case, the choice between the two tests based on W, and 
W2 should be based on the relative magnitudes of r’r/a2 and P’P/a*. The 
F test based on W, is recommendetd if it is known that Z’Z/C’ is small 
compared to /?‘/?/a*. Otherwise, the F test based on W, is recommended. 
4. LOCAL UNBIASEDNESS 
In this section we shall show that Tukey’s test as well as the two tests 
suggested in Section 2 are locally unbiased for any r and /?. Let W,* = 
(l/((b-l)(o-1)-l)) W,, W:=(l/(u-2)) W, and W,*=(l/(b-2)) W,, 
where W,, W, , and W, are the test statistics considered in Section 2 (recall 
that W, given in (1.2) corresponds to Tukey’s test). We shall first obtain 
the nonnull densities of W,*, Wf’, and W,*. For w  > 0 and fi , f2 positive 
integers, let 
In (4.1), B( ., . ) denotes the beta function. As proved in Ghosh and Sharma 
[2, Sect. 23 or Hegemann and Johnson [S, (2.2)], the cdf of W,* is given 
by 
P( W,* 6 w,) = exp 
1 
-yll,*l12 ll8*ll’} 
xE 7 11~*112 llb*ll’)“’ EC(Ul U2Y (1 - u1 U2)jl 
i=Oj=l) 
XHi.j(wo;l,(b-l)(u-l)-l), (4.2) 
where U1 and U2 are independent random variables with noncentral Beta 
distributions B’( 1, u - 2, b )I t* II 2/2) and B’( 1, b - 2, u II /?* II 2/2), respec- 
tively, and w,>O. Similarly, it can be shown that the cdfs of WY and W,* 
are respectively given by 
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P(W:<w,)=exp -q lb*l12 llP*l12} 
xlff 
i=oj=o ( 
7 /12*112 II/?*tl’)i+‘E[U;(l- U,)j] 
x f&Jw,; b - 1, (b - l)(u - 2)) (4.3) 
and 
P( IV: < w2) = exp 
i 
-~ll~*ll’llB’ii2} 
Xtf 
i=Oj=C) 
q )I z* II2 )I j.?* 1t2y+j E[ Ui( 1 - U,)i] 
xH,,~(w,; u- 1, (b-2)(u- l)), (4.4) 
where w, and w2 are both positive. 
Local unbiasedness of Tukey’s test. To prove the local unbiasedness of 
Tukey’s test, we shall show that the first derivative (with respect to A*‘) of 
the power function of the test, evaluated at I* = 0, is nonnegative for every 
II z* I( and II /3* 11. From (4.2), after evaluating the derivative, it can be seen 
that the local unbiasedness of Tukey’s test follows if we can show that the 
inequality 
E(Ul U2) ~l,O(%) + E(l - Ul U2) ffo,,(%) Q fL3*,(%) (4.5) 
holds for every II r* 11, II B* 11, and for all w0 > 0, where we write H,Jw,) 
instead of HJw,,; 1, (b - l)(u - 1) - 1). To establish (4.5), we use the well- 
known fact about the representation of noncentral beta variables, namely, 
that there exist independent random variables L1 and L2 following Poisson 
distributions with parameters b II z* 112/2 and II II j?* 112/2, respectively, such 
that U11L,=I,-B(1+211,v-1) and U21L2=12wB(1+212,b-1). This 
yields 
Write 
P(I,,12)=E(U1IL,=I,)E(U*IL2=12)= 
(1+21,)(1+21,) 
(u - 1 + 21,)(b - 1 + 21,)’ (4’7) 
From (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), it follows that, for establishing (4.5), it is 
enough to show that 
P(ll? 12) ~LO(%) + (1 -P(l, 9 12)) H,,,(w,) < H,*,(wcJ (4.8) 
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for all 1, 2 0 and I, > 0. Let f&x), fO, ,(x), and f,,,(x) denote the integrands 
of HrJw,), HO,,(wO), and H,,,(wO), respectively, given by 
fi,&) = 
1 x1/2 
B 
( 
3 (b- l)(v- l)- 1 (1 +X)w-1w-1)+w2 
2’ 2 ) 
"h,,(x)= 
1 x - 112 
B 
( 
A (b- l)(u- l)+ 1 (1 +x)((b-l)(“-r)+*)‘* 
2’ 2 ) 
"f&(x)= 
1 x-‘/2 
B 1 (b- l)(u- l)- 1 (1 +X)(b-r)(“--1)‘2’ 
2’ 2 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
We note that each of fi,o(x), fo,l(x), and fo,o(x) is a probability density 
over O<x<co. Define 
$(wo) = to [P(ll~ h)f,,o(;) ; (b’;“, b))fo,Jx)] dx 
OD (4.12) 
woo,ox x 
Then (4.8) is equivalent to 
ib”’ Ml,, Mfi.o(x)+ (1 -All, M)fo,1(x)l dxG jowofo.o(x) dx, (4.13) 
which in turn is equivalent to 
$(wo) a 1. (4.14) 
Since $(O) = 1, (4.14) will follow if we can show that $(wo) is increasing in 
wo. Towards this, write 
f*(x) =fo,o(x) I{X> wl~ 
WO 
j,“,fo,o(x) dx ’ 
(4.15) 
where I{, > w. 1 denotes the indicator function of the set (x: x > wo}. Then 
we have 
+(wo) = E/;, P(llY ~Z)fi,O(X) + (1 -Al,, ~2))fO,l(X) 
fo,o(x) l- (4.16) 
Clearly, the family {J,t( x : w. 2 0} admits monotone likelihood ratio in x. ) 
Hence, in view of (4.16), it is enough to show that (p(E,, 12)fi.o(x)+ 
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(1 -PU17 ~*))fo,,m%,o( ) x is increasing in x (see [7, p. 851). Using the 
expressions forf,,,(x), f , ( ) ,, i x , andf,,,(x) given in (4.9~(4.11), we obtain 
P(l,, 4)fi,O(X) + (1 -PU1, M)fo,dx) 
f&4x) 
i 
1 -P(Z, 7 4 =(b-l)(v-1) Pw*)x+(b~l)(“-l)-l 
I 
1 
l+x’ 
Direct differentiation shows that this expression is increasing in x if 
1 -P(f, 7 I,) 
p(z,,z2)~(b-1)(o-1)-1. 
It is readily verified that this inequality is true for all Z,a 0 and Z2 2 0 using 
the expression (4.7) for p(Z, , Z2), which establishes the local unbiasedness of 
Tukey’s test. 
The local unbiasedness of the tests based on IV, and W, can be 
established by adopting the above arguments with obvious modifications in 
the expressions. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 9, be the group of m x m orthogonal matrices P, 
satisfying P,l, = f 1,. Let Z be a m x (m- 1) matrix such that 
z’Z=I,-, andZ’l,=O. 
(i) rf P, E pm, then Z’P,Z is a (m - 1) x (m - 1) orthogonal matrix. 
ConverseZy, any (m - 1) x (m - 1) orthogonal matrix can be expressed as 
Z’P, Z for some P, E pm. 
(ii) P,,,E~~ satisfies P,l, = 1, (resp. P,l, = - 1,) tf and only 
if P,=ZQZ’+(l/m)l,l~ (resp.P,=ZQZ’-(l/m)l,lk) for some 
(m-1)x (m- 1) orthogonal matrix Q. Hence pm= (ZQZ’+ (6/m) l,,,lk: 
6=+1or -landQisany(m-l)x(m-1)orthogonaZmatrix). 
(iii) The Zeft invariant probability measure dP, on Ym can be 
expressed as dQ dS, where dQ is the uniform distribution on the group of 
(m - 1) x (m - 1) orthogonal matrices Q, and d6 is the discrete uniform 
distribution assigning mass i to each of the points 6 = 1 and 6 = - 1. 
Proof: (i) Using the properties of Z and the fact that ZZ’= I,- 
(l/m) Llk7 it follows that if P, E g”,, then Z’P,Z is orthogonal. 
Conversely, if Q is a (m - 1) x (m - 1) orthogonal matrix, then we can 
write Q = Z’(ZQZ’ + (l/m) 1,lL) Z. Writing P, = ZQZ’ -t- (l/m) l,lk, it 
is easily verified that P, E pm. 
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(ii) If the orthogonal matrix P, satisfies P,l, = l,, we shall show 
that P, = ZQZ’ + (l/m) l,lk for some (m - 1) x (m - 1) orthogonal matrix 
Q. Since P,l,=l,, (Pm-(l/m)l,l~)l,=O. Hence Pm-(l/m)l,l:,= 
MZ’, for some matrix A4. Since PL 1, = 1, also holds, we get P, - 
(l/m) 1,lh = ZQZ’, for some matrix Q. The orthogonality of Q follows 
from part (i). 
(iii) This is immediate from part (ii). 1 
Derivation of (2.5) 
In view of invariance, we assume p = 0 and C* = 1, and write 1* = Ao, 
fl* = (l/a) fi and r* = (l/a) z. For gy given by (2.3), the Jacobian of y -+ gy 
is easily seen to be CC”. Then the numerator, say N, of (2.4) is 
N = 1 exp { - i(q’q + a2c2n + 2acq’l,)) da en-l dc dPbdP,, (5.1) 
where 
q=c(P~@P”)y-F’15*-F*j?*-A*(p*@z*) (5.2) 
and the single integral sign in (5.1) is used to denote the four integrals in 
the numerator of (2.4). Note that 
(5.3) 
where the single integral in (5.3) now denotes the three integrals corre- 
tl,rl _ tr’l”)2 
n 
= [F,r*+F*P*+~*(8*Or*)]’ CF,z*+F,B*+~*(8*0z*)l 
-2cy’(PbOPI)[F,z*+F,B*+~*(8*Oz*)l+c2SS,,,,,. (5.4) 
Using (5.4), (5.3) simplifies to 
N = K, J‘ exp[ - f{ c2SSTota, 
-2cy’(P;@P;)(F,z*+F2/3*+1*(/3*C3r*))}] c”-*dcdPbdP,, 
(5.5) 
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where 
2n = II-- i - exp n -f(F,r*+FJ?*)‘(Fg*+F$*)} 
x exp 
i 
-!g (T*‘T*)(fl*‘p*) 
1 
. . (5.6) 
Expanding the factor involving r* and /I* in (5.5) and simplifying, we 
obtain 
N= K, f. j9 5,. {Y’V’XV’WI T* +F,/?* + l.*(fl* @T*))}’ dP, dPb 
h L 
=K,(SSTota,)-(n--1)/2 f r 
r=O 
X 
y’(PbOP:)(F,z*+F,P*+~*(B*Oz*)) 
b. (5.7) 
The denominator D of R in (2.4) is (5.7) evaluated at A* = 0. We shall 
show that D is a function of To, the complete sufficient statistic under Ho, 
given in (2.2). Towards this, let B and T be the vectors consisting of 
( j. j - j..)s and ( ji. - j..)s, respectively. Then 
y’(P;@P:) F,t* = y’(P;@P;)(l,@z,) Z* 
= (l;Pblb) r*‘P,T (5.8) 
and 
y’(P;@P:)F,j?*=(l:P,l,)fi*‘P,B. (5.9) 
Using (5.8) and (5.9) and putting il* = 0 in (5.7), it follows that D is a func- 
tion of B and T only, thus establishing that D is a function of To given in 
(2.2). Using (5.6) and (5.7), we can write 
-; (FIz* + F2/?*)’ (F,t* + F,p*)) 
x (S&ota,)-+ *j/2 WII T* II 7 II B* II 9 II T* II 3 II B* II h (5.10) 
683/36/1-l 
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where 
h( II T* II , II B* II , II T* II 7 II B* II ) 
and 
= (l;Pblb) r*‘P,T+ (l:P,l,)/?*‘P,B (5.12) 
(using (5.8) and (5.9)). (For explicit computation of the right hand side of 
(5.11) and justification of the notation used, see Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) 
below). From (5.6), (5.7), (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12), we obtain 
R=N/D 
={4llt*ll, IIP*ll, llT*ll, IIB*ll))~‘ev -~ll~*ll* II/WI*} 
(5.13) 
This establishes (2.5). 
We now show that the integral in (5.13) vanishes for r odd. A similar 
argument applies to the integral in (5.11). Applying Lemma 5.l(ii), we can 
write 
Pb=Z,&Z;+$,& P”=Z*Q*z;+~1”1:, (5.14) 
where 6, and a2 are variables, each taking values + 1 and - 1, Z1 and Z2 
are respectively b x (b - 1) and u x (u - 1) matrices satisfying Z; Z, = Zb- , , 
Z; lb = 0, Z;Z2 = Z, ~, , and Z; 1, = 0, and Q, and Q2 are respectively 
(b - 1) x (b - 1) and (v - 1) x (u - 1) orthogonal matrices. Apart from a 
term involving SSTota,, the integrand in (5.13), for any r, is 
x (z*‘Z,Q,Z;T)” (/?*‘Z,Q,Z;B)“-” 
x IY’(Z,Q,Z;~Z~Q~~;)(B*OT*)}‘~~ 
(using (5.12) and (5.14)). 
(5.15) 
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From Lemma S.l(iii), dP,= dQ1dSl and dP,=dQ,dS,. If r is odd, then 
it is easily verified that each term in (5.15) is an odd function of 6, or a2 
or Q1 or Q2. Hence the integral in (5.13) vanishes for r odd. It can also be 
verified that if r is even, then the terms in (5.15) for odd values of s are odd 
functions of 6, or 6,. Hence, for r even, in the binomial expansion of the 
integrand in (5.13) the integral of any term involving an odd power of ;1* 
vanishes. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
distributed as 
integer s, 
Let X = (X,, X,, . . . . X,,,)’ be an m x 1 random vector 
multivariate normal, N(0, I,,,). Then for any positive even 
(i) 
(ii) 
If+(;) 
“(~)=~I,(s+22+m)~(i)’ 
Proof. Note that U= x:/II X II2 is distributed as B($, (m - 1)/2). (i) 
follows since the expression to be evaluated is E( U(S+2)‘2). To prove (ii), we 
note that 
E(U”‘*)=E 
F, X’X s+2 
~rX~~s+2~,2 =E 1 [ F, xj”= 2 x; (X.;;'"+2)"+ (x,-#s+2)/2 1 
= E( ,TJ’“+ 2)/z 
)+(m-l)E 
(ii) can now be established after evaluating E(vS”). 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 8, dl, d2 be m x 1 nonnull vectors, and O(m) the group 
of m x m orthogonal matrices. If Q is any m x m orthogonal matrix and 
dQ denotes the uniform distribution on O(m), then for any positive even 
integer s, 
0) s (O’Qd,)s dQ = 
I-(?) r(y) 
O(m) 
rcyJ rc5> Ilell” (d;d,Y’2. 
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(ii) jo,,, (e'QW VQd2)* dQ =
x ;(d;d,)‘+f(d;d,)(d;d,)]. 
[ 
(iii) I O(m) (@Qdl)” QYWQ dQ 
x fd,d;+;(d;d,)l, . 
1 
Proof. Part (i) of the lemma follows from part (ii) by taking d, = d2 
and replacing s by S- 2 in part (ii). Part (iii) follows from part (ii) by 
writing (O’Qd2)2 = d;Q’WQd, and dropping d, from both sides of (ii), 
Thus we shall prove only part (ii). We first use an argument given in Eaton 
[l, pp. 274-2751. Let aI be the m-component vector with first entry one 
and zeros elsewhere. Then 8 and II 8 11 E, have the same length. Hence there 
exists Q, E 0(m) such that 0 = 118 II Q, cl. Using the invariance of dQ, we 
see that the integral to be evaluated is 
llW+2~o~ ,(&QW(E;Qdd2dQ. (5.16) 
m 
Let X, X,, . . . . X,_ r be m independent m-component random vectors, each 
distributed as N(0, I,). Let S be the m x m random orthogonal matrix 
obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure to 
the rows of (X, X,, . . . . X, _ r )‘. The first row of S can be taken as X’/ll X 11. 
With such a choice of S, applying Proposition 7.2 in Eaton [I, p. 2341, we 
obtain 
I (4 Qd,)" (4 Q&J2 dQ = EC(4 WY Wdd21 O(m) 
= E (X' 4 Y Wd2 1 IIxlls+2 . (5.17) 
Case (i) d, is not a scalar multiple of d,. Let Q, be an m x m orthogonal 
matrix such that the first two elements of Y = QOX are Y, = (d;d,)-‘/2 d;X 
and Y2 = (did, - (d;d2)2/d;d,)-“2 (d; - (d;d,/d;d,) d;) X. Then Y - 
N(0, Z,) and 
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tX’4)” WM’ = (d, d )“,2- 1 
II x lls+2 1 1 1 [W,)“E(&) 
+ W4)W,)- b-W,)‘) E (a)]. (5.18) 
The right-hand side of (5.18) can be evaluated using Lemma 5.2, resulting 
in the expression given in Lemma 5.3(ii). 
Case (ii) dI is a scalar multiple of d2. It is enough to complete the 
proof assuming that d, =d,. Then from (5.17), the quantity to be evaluated 
is E[(X’d,)“+2/IIX11”+2]. Let QO be an orthogonal matrix such that the 
first element of Y = Q,X is Y, = (d;d,)-1’2 d;X. The rest of the argument 
is similar to Case (i). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. i 
We shall now explicitly evaluate h(II T* 11, 11 fi* )I, II T* 11, [I B* 11) given in 
(5.11) and e2 given in (2.7). From (5.11) using the expression for w  in 
(5.12), we have 
h( II r* II 9 II P* II 3 II T* II 9 II B* II 1 
X 
I s Wbf’Jd z*‘P,T 
* + (l;P,l,) P*‘PbB*}’ dP,dPb. (5.19) tyb p 
” 
Recall that the integral in (5.19) vanishes for r odd. Also, for r even, if we 
consider the binomial expansion of the integrand in (5.19), the integral of 
any term involving an odd power of T*‘P,T* or /?*‘PbB* also vanishes. 
Hence writing r = 21 (where 1 is a positive integer), and noting that 
lj,P,l,= +b and l:P,l,= +u, we have 
SI Wbf’Jd z*‘P,T * + (l:P,l,) ,f?*‘P,B*}‘dP,dPb Bb B ” 
b2uy2!- 2u (z*‘P,T*)2U (j?*‘PbB*)21-2U dP,dPb 
x (fi*‘Z,Q,Zl,B*)2’-2u dQldQ2 
(using (5.14)) 
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b2uU21- 2, 11 T* 112, (I fl* (I 2/- 2U 11 T* Ij2U 1) B* IIZ- 214 
xr(y)r(y) 
r(U’%- yo) 
(5.20) 
The last expression in (5.20) follows by applying Lemma 5.3(i). We have 
also used the fact that IIZ;a, II = I/a, 11 and IIZ2a2 )I = IIa,II, whenever a, 
and a, are respectively b x 1 and u x 1 vectors satisfying a; l6 = 0 and 
ail, =O. (5.19) and (5.20) yield an explicit representation of h(ll z* 11, 
)I p* I/, II T* II, 1) B* II ) (as an infinite series). 
In order to simplify ti2 in (2.7), we shall first evaluate the integral in (2.7) 
whenever r is an even number (r > 2). Using the expression (5.12) for w, we 
note that 
s s w’~‘{~‘(P;OP;)(~*@T*))~~P,~P, Bb 9, 
=“,z; (‘i2) bhUr--2-h 
(p*‘PbB)r-2-2” P;/?*fi*‘P,dP, 
0 
i 
I, (r*‘P,T)2U P:t*r*‘P,dP, y. (5.21) 
Using (5.14), Lemma 5.2(iii), and the fact that Z,Z; =Zb- (l/b) lblb, we 
obtain 
s (p*‘P,B)‘-2~2”PbP*P*‘PbdPb 
pb 
= 5 (~*‘Z,Q;Z;B)‘-2-2”Z,QIZl,/I*j?*‘Z,Q,Z;dQ, O(b-I) 
(5.22) 
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Similarly, we also obtain 
5 (z*‘P,T)‘~ P;r*z*‘P,dP, 9” 
= (z*‘Z,Q;Z;T)‘“Z2QaZ;~*~*‘ZZQ2z;dQ2 
O(u- 1) 
(5.23) 
In view of (5.22) and (5.23), for simplifying (5.21) we need to evaluate 
Let 
T,O= {y’(B@T)}‘= i f, (j.~-j*.)(Ji.-j~.)Y~ 
i 
2 
(5.24) 
j=1 i=l 
~1=y’(Ib@TT’)y= i i (ji.-j*.)Yq 
j=l i 
2 
(5.25) 
i=l 1 
and 
~~2=y’(BB’@z,)y= i 
2 
. (5.26) 
i=l 
Straightforward algebra gives y’(BB’@TT’)y=n,, y’{(Z,- (l/b) l,li,)O 
TT’} y = R, -b IITl14, and y’(BB’@(Z, - (l/v) l,l:)} y = 722 - u IIBl14. 
Furthermore, y’(Z, - (l/b) l,lb)O (I, - (l/v) 1,11) Y = SSResidual. Using 
these observations we obtain 
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= UP,++ IlB(12 {q-b IIT114} 
lITlIZ @2-u IIBl14~ 
+ a II B II 2 II T II 2 SSResidual. (5.27) 
It may be noted that A~ -b 1) T 1) 4 and zz - v 1) B 1) 4 are both positive. Let 
K(T, u) (O<u<(r-2)/2, r>2) be defined as 
Also let 
SSResidual 
SSLsidual = ss . 
TOtal 
From (5.21)-(5.23), (5.27k(5.29), we thus obtain 
X 
I i 
pb 8, 
w’-2{y’(P~oP~)(~*o~*)}2dP”dP, 
co (r--2)/2 
=,x2 u;o KG-3 u) 
x (SST&d) -“2 I(fi*ll’-2* (IT*II~*+~ IIBII’-2u-4 IJT~~2u-2 
(5.29) 
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+; IIB*l12(G--b IIT*l14) 
co (r-2)/2 
x 1 1 tc(r, u)u IIp*ll’-2u IIz*II~~+~ IIB*II’-2u-4 IIT*j12u-2 
r=2 u=O 
m  (r-2)/2 
x C C dry u) 
r=2 Ll=O ( ) 
9-u IIp*Iy I/z*I12u+2 
x IIB*ll’-2u-4 IIT*j12u-2 
a0 (r-2)/2 
,g2 ugo 4r,u)II B* ll’-2u II r* I12u+2 IIB* llr-2u-2 II T* l12’. 
(5.30) 
We now arrange the coefficients of n$, Z: - b II T* )14, and X: - u II B* II 4 
in (5.30) in ascending powers of (I z* II and II/?* II to reveal the leading terms 
when IIT* II and IIP*II are small. For r 2 6 and 1 < u < (r - 2)/2 - 1, let 
k,u( II T* II 3 II 8* II > II T* II 9 II B* II 1 
= Ic(r, u)ll fl* llr-2u-4 IIT*II~~-~ IIB*ll’-2u-4 llT*(12u-2. (5.31) 
Since ((r - 2)/2 - u) u is zero when u = 0 or (r - 2)/2, the coefficient of X$ 
in (5.30) can be readily expressed as 
IIP*II” 11~*114 f “-yp’ (+)uh,.(ll~*ll, IIB*II, llT*ll, IIB*ll) 
r=6 Id=1 
= IIP*ll” lb*l14 ‘22 (r-22)/2-1 ).-2 
--+r,u~ll~*ll~ IIP*Il, IIT*Il, IIB’I)}. 
2 
(5.32) 
Upon dropping the term corresponding to u =0 and separating the term 
corresponding to u = (r - 2)/2, the coefficient of $(n: - b II T* II”) in (5.30) 
can be expressed as 
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appall’ ,,q4{x(4, l)+ f ~(r,~)+*ll~-~ llT*llr-4} 
r=6 
+IIP*l14 lb*l14 IIB*ll’ 
x G,l)+~ l O” “-Ztj2-k,u(Il~*Il, llB*ll, II’W, IIB*ll)j. (5.33) 
c r=8 Id=1 I 
Analogously, dropping the term corresponding to u = (r--2)/2 and 
separating the term corresponding to u = 0, the coefficient of 
4($ - b I/ B* jj4) in (5.30) can be expressed as 
llP*ll” ll~*ll~{~(410)+ f W~~ll~*llr-4 llB*llr-4} 
r=6 
+ IIB* II4 lb* II4 IIT* II2 
* (r--2)/2-1 r-2 
--+r,,(llr’l, IIP*ll, llT*ll, IIB’I)}. 
2 
(5.34) 
Hence, from (5.30), (5.32)-(5.34), lc12 can be written as 
~2=lro* 1lp*jI”,,T*l,4{1((6,1)+ c “-‘tj”(+). 
r=8 u=l 
x L,(lI z* II 3 II B* II, II T* II 3 II B* II 1 
+ HB*l12 llB*ll* ~(6, 1) 
i 
m  (r-2)/2- 1 
+c 1 ~k,u(ll~*Il, IIB*ll, IlT*ll, IIB*ll) r=8 u=l II 
++ lIB*l14)llP*114 lI~*lI* 
x ~(4,0)+ f ~(r,O)+B*ll~-~ IIB*IIrP4 
r=6 
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a (r-2)/2-1 r-2 
--24 
2 
x k,,( II z* II > II P* II > II T* II 9 II B* II 1 II 
+ h,(ll z* II 7 II P* II 2 II T* II 9 II B* II ), (5.35) 
where AA II z* II, II B* II , II T* II I II B* II ) is a function of II z* 11, II /3* I(, II T* 11, 
and II B* 11, given by 
h,(ll r* II > II 8* II > II T* II 5 II B* II 1 
Cc (r-2)/2 
= $ SS;llesidual,;2 1 dr, U)ll P* Ilr-2u II z* I12u+2 
Cd=0 
x IIB* Ilr-2u-2 /IT* I12’. (5.36) 
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